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Six years ago a serial killer plagued the city of
Clearwater, murdering several people in the
most vicious manner. He called himself the Mad
March Hare, and he dedicated himself to
creating a 'Wonderland' of insanity for the
detectives involved. Tracked from the moon
Ganymede to the moon Io, the Mad March Hare
killed three more people before disappearing all
together. Now, six years later, the Mad March
Hare resurfaced. Detective Jasper Nightingale
is called from his city to the city of Liddell to
take care of a mystery he was unable to solve
six years ago. Joined by his teammates and the
FBI, Detective Jasper Nightingale sets his
sights on capturing this crazed serial killer once
and for all.
Happy Easter: Cute Down the Rabbit Hole
Sketchbook Drawing Art Book for
GirlsIndependently Published
Some of your favorite romance authors present
five stories told through the looking
glass—including "Wonderment in Death," a
Lieutenant Eve Dallas novella from #1 New
York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb!
You’re late for a very important date... Enter a
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wonderland of mesmerizing tales. It’s a place
that’s neither here nor there, where things are
never quite as they seem. Inspired by Lewis
Carroll’s whimsical masterpiece, ranging from
the impossible to the mad to the curiouser,
these stories will have you absolutely off your
head. Don’t be afraid to follow them⋯ DOWN
THE RABBIT HOLE
"My all-time favorite. Astonishing." (Stephen
King) Down the Rabbit Hole is the first book in
the Echo Falls mystery series by bestselling
crime novelist Peter Abrahams. Perfect for
middle school readers looking for a good
mystery. Welcome to Echo Falls, home of a
thousand secrets. In Down the Rabbit Hole,
eighth grader Ingrid Levin-Hill is in the wrong
place at the wrong time. Or at least her shoes
are. And getting them back will mean getting
tangled up in a murder investigation as
complicated as the mysteries solved by her
idol, Sherlock Holmes. With soccer practice,
schoolwork, and the lead role in her town's
production of Alice in Wonderland, Ingrid is
swamped. But as things in Echo Falls keep
getting curiouser and curiouser, Ingrid realizes
she must solve the murder on her own—before
it's too late. "Deft use of literary allusions and
ironic humor add further touches of class to a
topnotch mystery," said School Library Journal.
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"Intriguing twists." Publishers Weekly agreed:
"The fresh dialogue and believable small-town
setting will tempt fans to visit Echo Falls
again." The next book in this Edgar Awardnominated series in Behind the Curtain,
followed by Into the Dark.
What I've Learned from Falling Down the
Bitcoin Rabbit Hole
Gods Go Begging
Why Existence is
Sharp Objects
A major HBO & Sky Atlantic Limited Series
starring Amy Adams, from the director of BIG
LITTLE LIES, Jean-Marc Vall e
Falling down the Bitcoin rabbit hole is a strange
experience. Like many others, I feel like I have learned
more in the last couple of years studying Bitcoin than I
have during two decades of formal education. The
following lessons are a distillation of what I've learned.
First published as an article series titled "What I've
Learned From Bitcoin," what follows can be seen as a
third edition of the original series. Like Bitcoin, these
lessons aren't a static thing. I plan to work on them
periodically, releasing updated versions and additional
material in the future.Bitcoin is an inexhaustible teacher,
which is why I do not claim that these lessons are allencompassing or complete. They are a reflection of my
personal journey down the rabbit hole. There are many
more lessons to be learned, and every person will learn
something different from entering the world of Bitcoin. I
hope that you will find these lessons useful and that the
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process of learning them by reading won't be as arduous
and painful as learning them firsthand.
Newbery Honor author Susan Campbell Bartoletti brings
the story of a young girl caught up in a web of murder,
lies, and the Great Fire of Chicago to bold life.In the
spring of 1871, fourteen-year-old Pringle Rose learns that
her parents have been killed in a terrible carriage
accident. After her uncle Edward and his awful wife,
Adeline, move into the Pringle family's home -- making
life for her and her younger brother, Gideon, unbearable
-- Pringle runs away with Gideon to Chicago, seeking
refuge from the tragedy, and hoping to start a new life.
She becomes a nanny for the children of a labor activist,
and quickly finds herself caught up in a web of intrigue
and lies. Then, when a familiar figure from home arrives,
Pringle begins to piece together the devastating mystery
of what happened to her parents, and realizes just how
deadly the truth might be. But soon, one of the greatest
disasters this country has ever known -- the Great Fire of
Chicago -- flares up, and Pringle is on the run for her life.
Winner! 2012 London Book Festival Awards (Runner Up:
Science Fiction/Fantasy Division) In the wake of tragedy
and loss, Caspian Hythe has returned to his family's
ancestral home in England. But home is not as it should
be. No longer a place of safety or of peace, home is now
a place of horror and fear. For an ancient mystery has reawakened - bloodthirsty and unimaginable - something is
killing in the town of Guildford. And the trail of blood is
just the beginning. From the creator of the award-winning
SciFi Fantasy novels TAU4 and HAMMERSPACE, comes
a new Fantasy and Dark Sorcery series. Now a young
man will pit himself against an ageless evil as he travels
a deadly path toward the ultimate mystery of all. Love .....
Hate. Life ..... Death. What lies between them is a
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RABBITHOLE.
From master anthologist Ellen Datlow comes an alloriginal of weird tales inspired by the strangeness of
Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and
Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There.
Between the hallucinogenic, weird, imaginative wordplay
and the brilliant mathematical puzzles and social satire,
Alice has been read, enjoyed, and savored by every
generation since its publication. Datlow asked eighteen
of the most brilliant and acclaimed writers working today
to dream up stories inspired by all the strange events
and surreal characters found in Wonderland. Featuring
stories and poems from Seanan McGuire, Jane Yolen,
Catherynne M. Valente, Delia Sherman, Genevieve
Valentine, Priya Sharma, Stephen Graham Jones, Richard
Bowes, Jeffrey Ford, Angela Slatter, Andy Duncan, C.S.E.
Cooney, Matthew Kressel, Kris Dikeman, Jane Yolen,
Kaaron Warren, Ysbeau Wilce, and Katherine Vaz.
Reaching Down the Rabbit Hole
If We Were Villains
An Enchanted Bay Mystery
Romance, Rolling the Dice, and the Road to Reinvention
A Novel

This book describes my year traveling
from one national park to the next
during the year of 2016. I traveled
with Walt, KB3SBC and took many
pictures of just gorgeous locations! We
traveled over 9,000 road miles, over
8,500 air miles all while operating our
ham radios. Come join me on my year
down the rabbit hole!
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Fans of Ellery Adams and Heather Blake
will be charmed by Esme Addison's new
Enchanted Bay mystery series.
Aleksandra Daniels hasn't set foot in
the quiet seaside town of Bellamy Bay,
North Carolina in over twenty years.
Ever since her mother's tragic death,
her father has mysteriously forbidden
her from visiting her aunt and cousins.
But on a whim, Alex accepts an
invitation to visit her estranged
relatives and to help them in their
family business: an herbal apothecary
known for its remarkably potent teas,
salves, and folk remedies. Bellamy Bay
doesn't look like trouble, but this is
a town that harbors dark secrets. Alex
discovers that her own family is at the
center of salacious town gossip, and
that they are rumored to be magical
healers descended from mermaids. She
brushes this off as nonsense until a
local is poisoned and her aunt Lidia is
arrested for the crime. Alex is certain
Lidia is being framed, and she resolves
to find out why. Alex's investigation
unearths stories that some have gone to
desperate lengths to conceal: forbidden
affairs, family rivalries, and the
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truth about Alex's own ancestry. And
when the case turns deadly, Alex learns
that not only are these secrets worth
hiding, but they may even be worth
killing for.
It should come as no surprise that
following the Clinton-era crime bills
and the massive increase in prison
construction throughout the nation over
the past twenty years that, overall,
crime would be down. But this has come
with exorbitant costs, both in terms of
dollars and human lives. The United
States has an unprecedented two million
offenders behind bars at an annual cost
of $70 billion. And this has
paradoxically led to a widespread case
of buyer's remorse. Seeing such a mass
incarceration as unsustainable, a
growing number of people in recent
years have been calling for criminal
justice reform. Consequently, lawmakers
have not only begun to enact schemes
designed to reduce prison sentenced for
many off those currently incarcerated,
there had been a more liberal use of
paroles as well. The question of how
well the prison experience has worked
to correct offenders is therefore
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perhaps more important now than ever.
Are we as a society to watch the
correction's pendulum swing back, only
to witness a precipitous rise in crime
once again?Historically, incarceration
has had an extremely poor record of
reforming criminals. The sad fact is
that reoffending is a likelier outcome
following a prison sentence than is
rehabilitation. And although the
reasons for this are complex, much of
the problem certainly lies with the
correction's culture itself.
Deconstructing that culture, Down The
Rabbit Hole offers a unique perspective
on why corrections more often than not
fails to achieve its stated goals.
Kate, born to abusive, drug addicted
parents, identifies an inner God voice
when she is very young. This voice, and
the support of her grandmother, helps
her overcome her circumstances instead
of falling victim to them. However, as
she grows up she finds that the apple
doesn't fall too far from the tree, and
she discovers that she is an addict
herself. Deciding not to go down the
path her parents went, she rises above
her circumstances again and chooses the
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path of recovery. Now 8 years sober she
shares how faith helped her continue to
take positive action and avoid
victimization every step of the
way."Impossible to put down. Both drily
funny and yet often terrifying, this is
a raw, unflinching account of a chaotic
and abusive childhood overcome by inner
strength and an enduring sense of
humor."
Escaping the Rabbit Hole
(Discover The Power of the Blockchain)
The Bridal Party
The Diary of Pringle Rose
Alice in Wonderland - Down the Rabbit
Hole
In the previous book in this series, Manfred Kets de Vries observed
the experiences of leaders on a rollercoaster ride through their
professional and personal lives. Now, he follows them down the
rabbit hole into the unknown, where, like Lewis Carroll’s Alice, they
find a dystopian Wonderland in which everyone seems to have gone
mad and life functions according to its own crazy logic, throwing up
all kinds of obstacles in the search for truth. Understanding what is
happening around us has become more difficult than ever in the Age
of Trump. Don’t imperatives like “build that wall” sound very much
like “Off with his head”? Unfortunately, and unlike Alice, we are
not going to wake up from a bad dream and discover that everything
is “nothing but a pack of cards”. The first part of this book looks at
the psychodynamics of leadership in both a business and a political
context. The second focuses on the psychopathology of everyday life
in organizations and the seemingly endless ways people can make a
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mess of things – including mega pay packages, acting out, digital
addiction and other dysfunctional behaviour patterns. Each chapter
ends with a brief anecdote to illustrate the dilemma it presents. In
short, sharp nuggets, Kets de Vries helps make sense of how the
madness of the present has affected leadership in organizations and
the workplace.
The real, untold, and unvarnished story of life inside the legendary
Playboy Mansion—and the man who holds the key—from the
woman who was Hef’s #1 girlfriend and star of The Girls Next Door.
A spontaneous decision at age twenty-one transformed small-town
Oregon girl Holly Sue Cullen into Holly Madison, Hugh Hefner’s #1
girlfriend. But like Alice in Wonderland after she plunged down the
rabbit hole, what seemed like a fairytale life inside the Playboy
Mansion—including A-list celebrity parties and her own #1-rated
television show—quickly devolved into an oppressive routine of
strict rules, manipulation, and battles with ambitious, backstabbing
bunnies. Losing her identity, her sense of self-worth, and her hope
for the future, Holly found herself sitting alone in a bathtub
contemplating suicide. But instead of ending her life, Holly chose to
take charge of it. In this shockingly candid and surprisingly moving
memoir, this thoughtful and introspective woman opens up about
life inside the Mansion, the drugs, the sex and the infamous parties,
as well as what her relationships with her Girls Next Door co-stars,
Bridget and Kendra were really like. Holly talks candidly about a
subsequent abusive relationship, her own successful television series,
and the hard work of healing, including her turn on Dancing with the
Stars. A cautionary tale and a celebration of personal empowerment,
Down the Rabbit Hole reminds us of the importance of fighting for
our dreams—and finding the life we deserve.
"A brief and majestic debut." —Matías Néspolo, El Mundo Tochtli
lives in a palace. He loves hats, samurai, guillotines, and dictionaries,
and what he wants more than anything right now is a new pet for his
private zoo: a pygmy hippopotamus from Liberia. But Tochtli is a
child whose father is a drug baron on the verge of taking over a
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powerful cartel, and Tochtli is growing up in a luxury hideout that he
shares with hit men, prostitutes, dealers, servants, and the odd
corrupt politician or two. Long-listed for The Guardian First Book
Award, Down the Rabbit Hole, a masterful and darkly comic first
novel, is the chronicle of a delirious journey to grant a child's wish.
“Luminous... a beautiful book.” – Carolyn See For Vietnam veteran
Jesse Pasadoble, now a defense attorney living in San Francisco, the
battle still rages: in his memories, in the gang wars erupting on
Potrero Hill, and in the recent slaying of two women: one black, one
Vietnamese. While seeking justice for the young man accused of
this brutal double murder, Jesse must walk with the ghosts of men
who died on another hill... men who were his comrades and friends
in a war that crossed racial divides. Gods Go Begging is a new
classic of Latino literature, a literary detective novel that moves
seamlessly between the jungles of Vietnam and the streets of
modern day San Francisco. Described as “John Steinbeck crossed
with Gabriel García Márquez”, Véa weaves a powerful and cathartic
story of war and peace, guilt and innocence, suffering and love - and
of one man’s climb toward salvation.
Beneath the Veil
Alice in Wonderland
How to Debunk Conspiracy Theories Using Facts, Logic, and
Respect
The Bluegrass Files
Conspiracy Theories and the People Who Believe Them

Murder/mystery set in Lexington, KY.
Young PI, Sonia Vitale, joins forces
with ex-Marine, ex-NCIS PI, Brad
Dunham, to investigate a suspicious
suicide and break up a drug ring.
“With candor leavened by compassion,
West explains why people get sucked
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into conspiracy theories . . . and yes,
even how to help people see the light.”
—Amanda Marcotte, author of Troll
Nation Here is a conclusive, wellresearched, practical reference on why
people fall down the conspiracy theory
rabbit hole and how you can help them
escape (or avoid falling in yourself).
Sharing the knowledge and experience
he's accumulated debunking false
conspiracy theories, Mick West offers a
practical guide to helping friends and
loved ones recognize these theories for
what they really are. Whether it’s that
the Earth is flat or actors faked the
Sandy Hook massacre, many people
passionately believe conspiracy
theories that are in fact falsehoods,
mistakes, and in some cases, outright
lies. They consume countless books and
videos, spend hours in like-minded
online communities, try to convert
those around them, and even, on
occasion, alienate their own friends
and family. Why is this, and how can
you help people, especially those
closest to you, break free from the
downward spiral of conspiracy thinking?
West, founder of the Metabunk forum,
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sets forth a practical guide to helping
friends and loved ones recognize these
theories for what they really are.
Perhaps counter-intuitively, the most
successful approaches to helping
individuals escape a rabbit hole aren’t
comprised of simply explaining why they
are wrong; rather, West’s tried-andtested approach emphasizes clear
communication based on mutual respect,
honesty, openness, and patience. He
also includes real-life case studies of
individuals who, with help, were able
to break free from conspiracism. “Read
this book, which belongs in every
newsroom and congressional office.”
—Michael Shermer, publisher of Skeptic
magazine and New York Times–bestselling
author of The Believing Brain
What does the blockchain mean to you? I
keep hearing about it in the media but don’t know what it is! I have read
some things about it – but just don't
get it. Isn’t it just a bandwagon that
the financial media is over-hyping?
Isn’t it just about drugs and hitmen?
Block-what? Whatever your thoughts, the
blockchain is gaining significant
traction, with global media outlets
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increasing their almost insatiable
coverage of the technology. So, why
should you care? On December 2, 2015,
the Goldman Sachs research team
released their Emerging Theme Report.
It simply said: “…the Blockchain, can
change … well everything.” Now that's a
big claim... but when this claim is
added to : - Wangxiang Labs out of
China announcing a $30bn blockchainbased investment fund for Smart Cities
in September 2016. - IBM announcing in
the same month their plans to spend
$200m for the combination of
Blockchain, Internet Of Things and
Artificial Intelligence or - The
Venture Capitalist community investing
$1.3bn so far in the blockchain-related
space Perhaps something big is going
on…. Is it that: - You can send cleared
funds internationally in 20 seconds,
rather than 3 days? - You can remove
the need for trusted third-parties bankers, lawyers, accountants,
auditors? - 20% of the world's
population can finally secure an
identity that will help remove human
trafficking, even child prostitution.
The blockchain is powerful, very
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powerful but is not a technology that
can easily be described in a few words
– and that is its problem. Business
people like you find it confusing,
geeky, and hard to get to grips with.
Down The Rabbit Hole gives you a
practical, easy-to-read, hands-on guide
to the technology, its power, and how
you can capitalise on that power.
Whether you want to: - Make your
organisation more innovative and
effective - Make yourself more valuable
in your marketplace - Develop new
products or - Become the new Mark
Zuckerberg Down The Rabbit Hole will
have something for you, fast-tracking
you to be at the leading edge of 21stcentury business thinking. The genie is
squeezing itself out of the bottle, oneway ticket in hand – and ready for you
to command. However, be warned once you
discover the power of the blockchain
hidden deep beneath the surface, your
eyes will open to green fields crammed
full of explosive opportunities. How
you use them is limited only by your
imagination. So why not get the book
today – and take the first steps
towards a discovering your new world.
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Know what’s driving your doctor’s
decisions—and how to protect yourself.
Through compelling real-life stories,
Health Your Self reveals the forces
that compromise your medical care, and
arms you with the tools to navigate
around them. • When a doctor refers you
to a colleague in a hospital, there’s a
hidden influence: he gets a bonus. •
When a psychiatrist prescribes
medication to school children, it might
have more to do with the colossal
overreach of drug companies than
something your kids actually need. •
When you are handed unnecessary
painkillers at urgent care, the doctor
could be bucking for a five-star rating
on a patient satisfaction survey.
Enough of those, he gets a raise.
Health Your Self turns you into a
smart, practical—and brave—healthy
skeptic. “Backed with her twenty years
of health reporting for Time, Janice M.
Horowitz produced this eminently
readable guide that empowers you to get
the healthcare you really need. More
knowledge, less waste, better care.”
—Frank Lalli, the Health Care
Detective™ at NPR’s Robin Hood Radio
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“This is a controversial book and I’m
ready for the tough questions my
patients are bound to ask after reading
it.” —Jane Farhi, Cardiologist, Lenox
Hill Hospital, New York City “Finally,
your own personal and portable patient
advocate! Chock full of personal
stories, this book is a public service.
You’ll wind up the smartest person in
the waiting room.” —Lillie Rosenthal,
D.O., New York City “Health Your Self
takes you behind the privacy curtain.
When you turn the last page, you
realize you were just handed everything
it takes to get the best medical care
possible.” —Leslie Laurence, Co-author
of Outrageous Practices
Down The Rabbit Hole
Rabbit Hole
Down the Rabbit Hole: How the Culture
of Corrections Encourages Crime
A Thriller
Perfect for fans of Ruth Ware's In a
Dark, Dark Wood
Although limericks are thought of as frivolous
nonsense, and are primarily written to elicit
smiles or perhaps even laughter, many of them
express irony and satire and try to make a point.
Régis Auffray's third book of limericks contains
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over 1,000 funny, quirky, and perhaps intriguing,
poems of that particular genre, most of which are
based on true experiences and real people. Thus,
readers may identify with the "silly" verses that
make up this delightful book.
THIS STUNNING NEW VERSION OF A CLASSIC
IS THE BEST WAY TO ENTER WONDERLAND . . .
WITHOUT ACTUALLY FALLING DOWN THE
RABBIT HOLE. Alice in Wonderland is one of the
most wondrous, truly original stories ever
written—filled with magical and marvelous
happenings. On its 150th anniversary in 2015,
Lewis Carroll’s tale of a world gone topsy-turvy
gets a unique picture-book retelling of the
beginning of Alice’s journey, with elegantly
simplified text that keeps all of the astonishing
adventures and wide-eyed amazement of the
original. What a wonderful Introduction for
young children to many of the classic Carroll
characters - Alice and The White Rabbit, the Blue
Caterpillar, Bill the Lizard and more. Many of the
most famous phrases are here— like "Curiouser
and curiouser" and "Oh dear, oh dear, I shall be
too late" to prepare youngsters for the time
they’re ready to read the whole book in its
original form. Award-winning, bestselling artist
Eric Puybaret creates an enchanting and magical
Wonderland that looks like no other
interpretation. Every spread in this magnificently
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produced volume is rich in charm, gloriously
colorful, yet fresh and modern. From the
extraordinary White Rabbit in his brilliantly red
suit to the timelessly graceful young heroine,
this is the Alice today’s young children can
relate to. It’s the perfect, glorious introduction to
a classic, a taste of what magic awaits them in
the future.
Warning: This book includes strong language,
violent scenes, references to cannibalism and
sexual situations. It is intended for mature
audiences only.Claire Foley has attracted the
attention of some very dangerous people. They
want her to do something, and they're willing to
pay good money. But, these people aren't asking
-- they're insisting. Now, Claire finds herself in a
bizarre, unpredictable setting, surrounded by
threatening men with uncertain goals and
terrifying desires. Faced with shocking
revelations and a deepening mystery, she must
find a way to escape the inescapable, before they
force her to do the unimaginable. "Thrilling,
suspenseful and unforgettable ... a spellbinding
journey."-- Ronald J. Bushwell, HBC Literary
Review"An immersive, very well-written rollercoaster ride with surprises around every
corner."-- Sarah McDaniels, The Candid Book
Review"Tense, fascinating and beautifully
written ... a classic thriller that will leave readers
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breathless."-- Lois McGinty, The Best Books
Journal
Justin Monroes images tell entire stories. Tales
of good and bad
Happy Easter: Cute Down the Rabbit Hole
Sketchbook Drawing Art Book for Girls
Adventures of a Global Citizen
Health Your Self
Dear America: Down the Rabbit Hole
Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a
Former Playboy Bunny
From the author of the No.1 bestseller
and international phenomenon GONE GIRL.
Now a major HBO/SKY ATLANTIC TV series
starring Amy Adams, with the director
of BIG LITTLE LIES, Jean-Marc Vallee.
When two girls are abducted and killed
in Missouri, journalist Camille Preaker
is sent back to her home town to report
on the crimes. Long-haunted by a
childhood tragedy and estranged from
her mother for years, Camille suddenly
finds herself installed once again in
her family's mansion, reacquainting
herself with her distant mother and the
half-sister she barely knows - a
precocious 13-year-old who holds a
disquieting grip on the town. As
Camille works to uncover the truth
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about these violent crimes, she finds
herself identifying with the young
victims - a bit too strongly. Clues
keep leading to dead ends, forcing
Camille to unravel the psychological
puzzle of her own past to get at the
story. Dogged by her own demons,
Camille will have to confront what
happened to her years before if she
wants to survive this homecoming.
Sometimes friendship can be murder...
It's the weekend of Clarisse's bridal
party, a trip the girls have all been
looking forward to. Then, on the day of
their flight, Tamsyn, the maid of
honour, suddenly backs out. Upset and
confused, they try to make the most of
the stunning, isolated seaside house
they find themselves in. But, there is
a surprise in store - Tamsyn has
organised a murder mystery, a sinister
game in which they must discover a
killer in their midst. As tensions
quickly boil over, it becomes clear to
them all that there are some secrets
that won't stay buried... WINNER OF THE
DEVIANT MINDS CRIME THRILLER PRIZE 2018
READERS LOVE THE BRIDAL PARTY! "Dark,
gritty, edge of your seat, addictive
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reading at its best" Karen, Netgalley
"A chilling, sinister, intense
thriller" Nicki, Netgalley
Conspiracy theories are inevitable in
complex human societies. And while they
have always been with us, their
ubiquity in our political discourse is
nearly unprecedented. Their salience
has increased for a variety of reasons
including the increasing access to
information among ordinary people, a
pervasive sense of powerlessness among
those same people, and a widespread
distrust of elites. Working in
combination, these factors and many
other factors are now propelling
conspiracy theories into our public
sphere on a vast scale. In recent
years, scholars have begun to study
this genuinely important phenomenon in
a concerted way. In Conspiracy Theories
and the People Who Believe Them, Joseph
E. Uscinski has gathered forty top
researchers on the topic to provide
both the foundational tools and the
evidence to better understand
conspiracy theories in the United
States and around the world. Each
chapter is informed by three core
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questions: Why do so many people
believe in conspiracy theories? What
are the effects of such theories when
they take hold in the public? What can
or should be done about the phenomenon?
Combining systematic analysis and
cutting-edge empirical research, this
volume will help us better understand
an extremely important, yet relatively
neglected, phenomenon.
From the multi-million-copy bestselling
author of Wicked comes a magical new
twist on Lewis Carroll’s beloved
classic, Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. When Alice toppled down the
rabbit-hole 150 years ago, she found a
Wonderland as rife with inconsistent
rules and abrasive egos as the world
she left behind. But what of that
world? How did 1860s Oxford react to
Alice’s disappearance? In After Alice,
Gregory Maguire turns his dazzling
imagination to the question of
underworlds, undergrounds,
underpinnings—and understandings old
and new, offering an inventive spin on
Carroll’s enduring tale. Ada, a friend
of Alice’s mentioned briefly in Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland, is off to
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visit her friend, but arrives a moment
too late—and tumbles down the rabbithole herself. Ada brings to Wonderland
her own imperfect apprehension of cause
and effect as she embarks on an odyssey
to find Alice and see her safely home
from this surreal world below the
world. If Eurydice can ever be returned
to the arms of Orpheus, or Lazarus can
be raised from the tomb, perhaps Alice
can be returned to life. Either way,
everything that happens next is “After
Alice.”
The Vegas Diaries
Mad Hatters and March Hares
Leadership Pathology in Everyday Life
Down the Rabbit Hole of Leadership
What’s Really Driving Your Care And How
To Take Charge
Lewis Carroll's tale of a world gone topsy-turvy gets a
unique picture-book retelling of the beginning of Alice's
journey, with elegantly simplified text that keeps the
astonishing adventures and wide-eyed amazement of the
original.
Super cute sketchbook that has tons of room inside for
coloring, doodling, painting, drawing and tons of other fun
ideas. It can be used as a blank notebook, personal journal
or composition art book for any of age. This paperback
sketchbook is 8.5" x 11" and has 100 blank pages. The
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inside pages have a simple rectangular frame with rounded
corners that provides a crisp, clean open space to draw and
color within. Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Birthday &
Christmas Gifts Graduation & End of School Year Gifts
Summer Travel & Vacations Teacher Gifts Art Journals
and Doodle Diaries Back to School If you are looking for a
different book, make sure to click on the author name for
other great journal ideas.
Enter a wonderland of mesmerizing tales. It's a place that's
neither here nor there, where things are never quite as they
seem. Inspired by Lewis Carroll's whimsical masterpiece,
ranging from the impossible to the mad to the curiouser,
these stories will have you absolutely off your head.
This is a must read for anyone touched by dementia. This
first person account of end stage dementia will leave you
speechless. Join Stephen and Lauren as they try to navigate
their ever changing landscape. Delve into a deteriorating
mind where you too will experience guilt, denial, fear;
anything but acceptance to this unrelenting thief, as you
become absorbed in the road to nowhere, the one leading
you down the rabbit hole. Down the Rabbit Hole is an
honest, relatable look at a disease that leaves loved ones
alive but vacant of the things we once loved.
Down the Rabbit Hole
After Alice
Jumping Down The Rabbit Hole Of Existence
My Year Down the Rabbit Hole: National Parks on the Air
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · “There’s such warmth to
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Dumas’ writing that it invites the reader to pull up a seat at her
table and smile right along with her at the quirks of her family
and Iranians and Americans in general.”—Booklist In the New
York Times bestselling memoir Funny in Farsi, Firoozeh
Dumas recounted her adventures growing up Iranian
American in Southern California. Now she again mines her
rich Persian heritage in Laughing Without an Accent, sharing
stories both tender and humorous on being a citizen of the
world, on her well-meaning family, and on amusing cultural
conundrums, all told with insights into the universality of the
human condition. (Hint: It may have to do with brushing and
flossing daily.) With dry wit and a bold spirit, Dumas puts her
own unique mark on the themes of family, community, and
tradition. She braves the uncommon palate of her Frenchborn husband and learns the nuances of having her book
translated for Persian audiences (the censors edit out all
references to ham). And along the way, she reconciles her
beloved Iranian customs with her Western ideals. Explaining
crossover cultural food fare, Dumas says, “The weirdest
American culinary marriage is yams with melted
marshmallows. I don’t know who thought of this Thanksgiving
tradition, but I’m guessing a hyperactive, toothless three-yearold.” On Iranian wedding anniversaries: “It just initially
seemed odd to celebrate the day that ‘our families decided
we should marry even though I had never met you, and
frankly, it’s not working out so well.’” On trying to fit in with her
American peers: “At the time, my father drove a Buick
LeSabre, a fancy French word meaning ‘OPEC thanks you.’”
Dumas also documents her first year as a new mother, the
familial chaos that ensues after she removes the television
set from the house, the experience of taking fifty-one family
members on a birthday cruise to Alaska, and a road trip to
Iowa with an American once held hostage in Iran. Droll,
moving, and relevant, Laughing
Without an Accent shows
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how our differences can unite us—and provides indelible
proof that Firoozeh Dumas is a humorist of the highest order.
Praise for Laughing Without an Accent “Dumas is one of
those rare people: a naturally gifted storyteller.”—Alexander
McCall Smith “Laughing Without an Accent is written . . . as if
Dumas were sharing a cup of coffee with her reader as she
relates her comic tales. . . . Firoozeh Dumas exudes
undeniable charm [as she] reveals a zeal for culture—both
new and old—and the enduring bonds of a family filled with
outsize personalities.”—San Francisco Chronicle “[Dumas is]
like a blend of Anne Lamott and Erma Bombeck.”—Bust
“Humorous without being sentimental, [Dumas] speaks to the
American experience.”—The Plain Dealer
“Much like Donna Tartt’s The Secret History, M. L. Rio’s
sparkling debut is a richly layered story of love, friendship,
and obsession...will keep you riveted through its final,
electrifying moments.” —Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney, New York
Times bestselling author of The Nest "Nerdily (and winningly)
in love with Shakespeare...Readable, smart.” —New York
Times Book Review On the day Oliver Marks is released from
jail, the man who put him there is waiting at the door.
Detective Colborne wants to know the truth, and after ten
years, Oliver is finally ready to tell it. A decade ago: Oliver is
one of seven young Shakespearean actors at Dellecher
Classical Conservatory, a place of keen ambition and fierce
competition. In this secluded world of firelight and leatherbound books, Oliver and his friends play the same roles
onstage and off: hero, villain, tyrant, temptress, ingénue,
extras. But in their fourth and final year, good-natured rivalries
turn ugly, and on opening night real violence invades the
students’ world of make-believe. In the morning, the fourthyears find themselves facing their very own tragedy, and their
greatest acting challenge yet: convincing the police, each
other, and themselves that
they are innocent. If We Were
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Villains was named one of Bustle's Best Thriller Novels of the
Year, and Mystery Scene says, "A well-written and gripping
ode to the stage...A fascinating, unorthodox take on rivalry,
friendship, and truth."
I know the answer to the world's deepest secret . . .
Graham, a functioning alcoholic and Harvard medical student
and the protagonist of Into the Rabbit Hole, stumbles across
a puzzling communication from his deceased Navy Seal
brother. Graham must work to unravel a litany of secrets
sobering in their implications not only for himself, but for the
past twelve-thousand years of human history and the secrets
of the universe. Had he not, in his hungover state, opened the
email, Graham could have continued on his predetermined
successful, if dysfunctional, path and never embarked on the
paradigm-shifting journey that so loosens his grasp on reality
and obliterates not only what he chooses to believe but what
he trusts as fact. With the help of his long-term girlfriend, his
quirky Mensan best friend, his wild and athletic best girlfriend
since childhood and his friend from Undergrad at Georgetown
who followed him to Harvard for Grad school, he sets out to
decode this complex cryptogram, which he soon discovers is
charged with the potential to unhinge the very control that
certain government officials are intent, at all costs, on
maintaining. Micah T Dank takes the reader on an electrifying
hunt for what is real and what is possible, encountering along
the way politics, conspiracies, fringe medicine, history, and
language, and what it means to survive—thrive, even—when
you have the weight of the world on your shoulders. Beneath
the Veil is the first book in a 6 books series Into the Rabbit
Hole, that proves that love and humor may not be the answer,
but that without these variables there is no worthy solution to
any challenging problem or improbable situation.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author returns with this
candid, humorous, and captivating
memoir chronicling her
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journey toward reinvention and self-acceptance. When you've
come out the other side of the bizarre, twisted world of the
Playboy mansion, where do you land? If you're Holly Madison
. . . there's no place like Las Vegas! After making the sudden
decision to reclaim her life, Holly broke free from the
sheltered, deceptive confines of the mansion (which meant
exiting a hit television show) and was determined to start her
life over . . . from scratch. Without the security of a job or
relationship, she set out to reinvent herself on no one's terms
but her own. Deciding to roll the dice and begin again in the
glamorous and dreamlike city of Las Vegas, Holly quickly
realized that while she may have left her past in the rearview
mirror, the labels and stereotypes that came from it weren't so
quick to leave her. With a fierce commitment to take charge of
her own narrative, Holly dives headfirst into a journey of selfdiscovery. After a whirlwind stint on Dancing with the Stars,
she snags the coveted lead role in the Strip's hottest new
burlesque spectacular and lands a reality series spotlighting
her new life as a single woman. If her own television show
and dream job as a showgirl weren't enough to keep her
busy, Holly explores the decadent, exclusive inner-world of
Sin City, navigating it's social and dating scene with humor
and heart. When it comes to romance, she is met with an
eclectic cast of characters, from fame hounds to long distance
loves to the occasional celebrity and more than one tabloid
mishap. In this reflective, heartwarming memoir, Holly learns
that each dating disaster holds an important, and in some
cases difficult to face, lesson about herself. The Vegas
Diaries is a comedy of errors, set against the glitz and
glamour of the dazzling Vegas strip. Through the wild and
crazy experiences on one young woman's quest to "have it
all," Holly faces her fears, anxieties, and insecurities to
discover that her journey to self-sufficiency is also her path to
healing. Letting go of trying
to prove herself to others, Holly
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finally gains the courage to confront her past-and in the
process finds the life and love she deserves.
The Girl in the Rabbit Hole
A Spell for Trouble
Bulletin of the New Hampshire Public Libraries
A Journey Through End Stage Dementia
Laughing Without an Accent
It is 1871 in Scranton, Pennsylvania, and fourteen-year-old Pringle
Rose, still grieving from the death of her parents, takes her brother
Gideon, who has Down syndrome, escapes from her uncle and aunt,
taking a train to Chicago--but disaster seems to follow her there.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of a girl
who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of eccentric and
unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent example of the genre of
"literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its clever way of
playing with logic and a narrative structure that has influence
generations of fiction writing.
Jumping Down the Rabbit Hole of Existence explains how survival
intelligence shapes and determines our beliefs, worldview, and
perceptions. Making this the perfect book for those seeking a deeper
understanding of why existence is the way it is.
A top neurologist explains the difficulty of diagnosing brain diseases
through such cases as a college quarterback who keeps calling the same
play and a salesman who continuously drives around a traffic circle.
A Renowned Neurologist Explains the Mystery and Drama of Brain
Disease
21 Lessons
All-New Stories from the World of Lewis Carroll's Alice in
Wonderland
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